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Dihydride transmission quenching in switchable La Y H mirrors12z z x
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Abstract

Dihydrides of La Y films with 0 , z , 1 are studied by reflectance-transmittance measurements and ellipsometry in the visible and12z z

near infrared spectral range. The dihydride transmission window, present in LaH and YH , is strongly suppressed in thin La Y H2 2 12z z 2

films. By modelling the complex dielectric function of the alloys with a Drude–Lorentz parametrization we show that the suppression is
due to atomic disorder, mainly via optical absorptions at energies larger than 4.5 eV.  2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction AlO covered with 15 nm Pd [6]. In every evaporation twox

extra samples are made for composition and thickness
A metal-hydride switchable mirror consists essentially measurements using Rutherford backscattering spec-

of a transparent substrate covered by a rare earth (RE) trometry and profilometry. From these analyses we find z
based, optically active layer of several hundred nanometers to be accurate to 2 at.% and film thicknesses to 2%. We
thick. This layer is capped with a thin layer of palladium detect oxygen contaminations up to a few at.%.
that protects the highly reactive, active layer against For (near normal) reflectance-transmittance (R 2 T )
oxidation and catalyses H dissociation [1]. By changing measurements between 0.72 eV and 3.5 eV, the sample is2

the hydrogen concentration x, electrochemically or by gas mounted in a gas loading cell that is placed in a Bruker
phase loading, all RE metals and many RE based alloys IFS 66/S Fourier-transform infrared spectrometer
can be switched reversibly from metallic, reflective (x ¯ 2) equipped with a R 2 T accessory.
to insulating, transparent (x ¯ 3) [2–4], and therefore have For the determination of the complex dielectric function
a high technological potential [5]. ´(v), we use ellipsometry. This technique has the advan-

A peculiar optical property of YH and LaH is that, tage that it is rather insensitive to the film thickness of the2 2

although these materials are low resistivity metals, they are strongly absorbing dihydrides, contrary to transmittance
slightly transparent in the red and near infrared part of the measurements. We use a rotating-analyzer ellipsometer
optical spectrum. In this work we show that this transmis- (VASE, J.A. Woollam Co., Inc.) that measures the ratio of
sion window exists in La Y H alloys too, but that its the complex Fresnel reflection coefficients12z z 2

magnitude is strongly suppressed for intermediate z. By a
rpDrude–Lorentz analysis of experimental complex dielec- ]5 tan C exp iD (1)rtric functions, we identify the origin of the suppression. s

in terms of the ellipsometric quantities C(v) and D(v) in
the spectral range 0.75 # "v # 4.5 eV. The subscripts refer2. Samples
to the polarizations parallel (p) and perpendicular (s) to the
plane of incidence. The complex dielectric function ´(v)La Y films of 300 nm thickness are made at room12z z
of the La Y H layers is obtained by numerical inver-temperature and under ultra high vacuum conditions 12z z 2

29 sion of C(v) and D(v). As substrates we use quartz prisms( | 10 Pa) by e-gun co-deposition of the parent metals
with a top angle of 408 and with the film evaporated on the(99.9% purity) on quartz glass substrates. For z . 0.5 the
base. By measuring under 708 the incident angle on theLa Y films are covered by 15 nm Pd, whereas for12z z
air-quartz interface is 908, which greatly simplifies thez , 0.5 we use a composite cap layer, consisting of 1.5 nm
numerical inversion. We hydrogenate the samples electro-
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It turns out that the first hydrogen loading, electro-
chemical or with H gas, is inhomogeneous. Subsequent2

loadings are homogeneous and reproducible. Therefore we
always switch the as-deposited sample to the trihydride
and back to the dihydride before optical measurements are
done.

More details about the two measuring techniques men-
tioned above, are given in Refs. [7–9].

3. Results and discussion

In Fig. 1 the dihydride transmittance is given for the
various La Y alloys. All alloys exhibit a similar12z z

dihydride transmission window. This window arises be-
cause of interband transitions below the unscreened plas-
mon energy "v that is approximately 4 eV for YH andp 2

LaH [10,11]. Low lying interband absorptions screen the2

restoring forces between fluctuations of the charge density
Fig. 2. Dihydride reflectance for the La Y H alloys. For clarity weof the conduction electrons, which shifts the plasmon 12z z 2

shifted the spectra with z . 0 with multiples of 0.3. At low energies theenergy to lower energies. This results in a narrow region
dihydrides are strongly reflecting. However, as the (screened) plasmonwhere the total absorption is small and therefore the film is
energy is approached, the reflectance strongly decreases. Above the

transparent even for rather thick films (up to several plasma edge, the reflectance is due to interband absorptions.
hundred nanometers). Similar effects occur at higher
energies in Au and Ag.

The different nature of the optical response at low and plasmon frequency ( * 1.5 eV) the reflectance is governed
high energies is more clearly seen in the dihydride by optical interband absorptions between d-bands [11].
reflectance spectra (Fig. 2). At low energies ( & 1.5 eV) the Fig. 3 shows the z-dependence of the energy "v andmax

dihydrides are highly reflective due to the free electron the dihydride transmittance T corresponding to themax

optical response, characteristic for metals below the plas- transmittance maximum (taken from Fig. 1). We observe a
mon energy. On approaching the (screened) plasmon monotonic shift of "v from 1.52 eV for LaH to 1.78max 2

frequency the reflectance sharply decreases and above the eV for YH . However, T varies in a highly non-linear2 max

way, with a minimum that is one order of magnitude lower
than for YH or LaH . The minimum occurs at z 5 0.462 2

which is close to z 5 0.5 where atomic disorder is maxi-
mum.

To investigate the relation between atomic disorder and

Fig. 1. Dihydride tranmission windows for La Y H alloys. Although Fig. 3. Composition dependence of the photon energy "v and the12z z 2 max

the transmission window is observed for all alloys, its magnitude is transmittance T corresponding to the maximum in dihydride transmitt-max

strongly suppressed upon alloying. ance (see Fig. 1).
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the magnitude of the dihydride transmission window, we impurity absorptions. Each LO is characterized by an
measure the complex dielectric function ´(v) that is more oscillator strength f, a resonance frequency v and a0

directly related to electronic properties than R(v) and T(v). broadening parameter b. The choice for three LO’s is
The measured real and imaginary part of ´(v) for three supported by fit results using two and four LO’s; it turns
representative alloys are given in Fig. 4. The shape of ´(v) out that two LO’s clearly give worse fits than three LO’s,
is the same for all alloys, but characteristic features shift to whereas fitting four LO’s leads to zero strength of the
higher energies for increasing z. fourth LO. Eq. (2) describes the optical properties well, as

From X-ray diffraction we know that all La Y H is demonstrated for three representative materials in Fig. 4.12z z 2

alloys are fcc and that the metal atoms form a disordered Similar fits are obtained for all alloys.
solid solution. The changes in optical properties thus result From the found Drude–Lorentz (DL) parametrizations
from changes in electronic properties of the material and it of ´(v) we calculate the transmittances of a 15 nm Pd/300
makes sense to model ´(v) using a sum of one Drude and nm La Y H /Suprasil stack [12] and the resulting12z z x

three Lorentz oscillators (LO’s): T (z) and "v (z) are shown in Fig. 5 (solid circles).max max

Although the calculated values of T are somewhatmax

´(v) 5 ´ 1 i´ underestimated, we conclude that the suppression is well1 2

reproduced by the DL parametrization.2 3v fp j We examine the effect of atomic disorder on ´(v) by]]] ]]]]]5 ´ 2 1O , (2)` 2 2 2
v 1 iv /t v 2 v 1 ivbj51 fitting the z-dependence of each DL parameter to the0j j

second-order polynomial y(z) 5 y(0) 1 y(1) 2 y(0) ? z 1f g
The constant ´ in Eq. (2) accounts for excitations 4y ? z z 2 1 , with y(0), y(1) and y constants. Atomics d` do do

above 4.5 eV. The second term describes the free carrier disorder is represented by the third term (it is maximum at
response and is of the Drude form, characterized by the z 5 0.5). We find that y significantly differs from zerodo

plasmon frequency v and the relaxation time t. The last only for ´ (z), the resonance frequencies v (z) and thep ` 0i

three terms represent the effect of interband and/or

Fig. 5. The effect of the various Drude-Lorentz parameters on the
z-dependence of "v and T . Solid circles: calculated from the DLmax max

parametrizations of ´(v). Open circles: linear z-dependence assumed for t

Fig. 4. Measured ´(v) for LaH , La Y H and YH (symbols) and (see dashed line in Fig. 6). Solid squares: additionally v (z) and v (z)2 0.40 0.60 2 2 01 02

the result of the Drude-Lorentz fits (lines). For clarity results are shown linearized. Open squares: additionally b (z) and b (z) linearized. Solid01 02

for only three alloys and not all data points are plotted. triangles: all DL parameters in Fig. 6 linearized. See text for more details.
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the whole film is highly reflective and non-transparent due
to the presence of the metallic Mg clusters. Such a
disproportionation does not occur in the La Y H alloys.12z z x

We have strong indications that in inhomogeneous La–
Y alloys the dihydride transmission window is suppressed

25below T 5 10 (not presented here), which is interesting
for switchable mirror applications, since it increases con-
siderably the transmission contrast ratio between
La Y H and La Y H .12z z 2 12z z 3
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